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Background
After the attack of typhoon 19 in September, 1991, which caused damage to some power transmission towers, CRIEPI held

the “Local wind resistant design committee” (FY1992-FY1998) and “Wind resistant rationalization committee” (from FY1999 to
FY2001)” and provided “Recommendations for wind load on transmission towers - a draft” in June 2002. This introduced the direc-
tional design wind speeds and equivalent static wind loads considering the dynamic effects of tower and conductor. However, this
recommendation had the problem that wind load evaluation is more complicated than the current design standards and advanced
knowledge is needed to set the design conditions. Therefore, the improvement of use was indispensable to apply this recommendation
to practical design. Based on this recognition, CRIEPI organized the “Practical wind resistant design committee” and performed the
development of simplified load evaluation method and design support tools.

Objectives
The purpose is to establish “Recommendations for wind loads on transmission towers (2005)” on the basis of the research

result regarding the improvement of estimation method for design wind speed, the expansion of coverage of wind loads and the devel-
opment of simplified wind loads evaluation method.

Principal results
1. Improvement of estimation method for design wind speed

In the design wind speed estimation study, we devised the new directional basic wind speed maps by diminishing the effects
of the roughness change from sea to land (Figure 1). We also developed the objective roughness category evaluation method by using
land use data and the simplified prediction method of topographical speed-up ratio based on the numerical results of speed-up ratio to
the two dimensional escarpments with each slope angle (Figure 2).

2. Establishment of recommendation
Reflecting the above results and considering the practical design, we established “Recommendations for wind loads on

transmission towers (2005)” as a revised edition of “Recommendations for wind loads on transmission towers - a draft”. The improve-
ment in this revision is the ability to select the design method by introducing the simplified wind loads estimation method for which
current design software is available (Figure 3). The concepts of the simplified method are as follows;
① The maximum value of the directional design wind speed is used for the design wind speed of simplified method.
② Several tables of the mean wind pressure value and gust effect factors needed for calculation of the wind loads are provided as a

function of design wind speed. Also, the non-simultaneity reduction coefficients corresponding to each tower type were given with
the constant.

③ 0 degree, 60 degree, 90 degree directions to longitudinal direction are used. 

3. Development of design support tools and numerical simulation codes
To contribute to reduction of design work, we developed the design support tools (①Reading tool of directional basic wind

speeds, ②Roughness category evaluation support tool, ③Prediction tool of wind speed-up ratio by topography, ④Equivalent static
wind load calculation tool (detailed method/simplified method) (Figure 4), which conformed to “Recommendations for wind loads on
transmission towers (2005)”. Also, the numerical simulation codes (①Air flow simulation code, ②Dynamic response analysis code)
were upgraded for practical use.
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Analysis model 500kV tension tower

Design conditions 
location : chiba pref. A city 
line direction : east to west 
line angle: 30degee 
span length: 400m 

We developed the simplified prediction method of
topographical speed-up ratio based on the numerical
results of speed-up ratio to the two dimensional
escarpments with each slope angle.

Setting of directional basic wind speeds U0 (eight
wind directions)

150 years return period, but non-directional wind speed
of 50 years return period is adopted as upper limit value 

Reading from directional basic wind speed map Calculation of Equivalent
static wind loads with
detailed method 
feature

Gust effect factors are
calculated using evaluation
equations by each direction 
High accuracy method for
wind load evaluation

Selection of design method 
(detailed / simplified method) 

Calculation of Equivalent
static wind loads with
simplified method 
feature
Gust effect factors are taken
from tables

 Current design software is
available

Terrain factor E
Speed-up ratio by the topography effect k1

The simplified k1 prediction method and the numerical
simulation are available

Speed-up ratio by the meteorological effect k2

Design wind speed UR=k1k2EU0 end

start

Fig.3  Flowchart of evaluation of wind loads 
We improved the currently used equivalent static wind load so that this can be used for standard 2 cct, 4 cct and terminal
towers. Also, we constructed the simple wind loads estimation method for which current design software is available by
providing several tables of the mean wind pressure values and gust effect factors.
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We devised the new directional basic wind speed maps by
diminishing the effects of the roughness change from sea to
land.

We presented design support tools that are able to calculate the design wind speeds, equivalent static wind loads (the detailed
method, simplified method) and load effect on structural members in terms of each wind direction based on the proposed
guideline automatically. 
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Fig.1 Directional basic wind speed map (South 

wind, high temperature season)

Fig.2 An example of speed-up ratio over 2-

dimensional escarpment

Fig.4  Design support tools
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